
Young Farmers show support to landmark
health study

Healthwise Wales was launched in 2016 to study the health and wellbeing of
people in Wales and to help the NHS and social services plan for the future.
The study, backed by the Welsh Government and led by Cardiff and Swansea
Universities, asks participants to answer a 10-minute online survey about
their health, lifestyle and wellbeing every six months. 

Building on the momentum of the campaign, after it reached a milestone of
10,000 sign-ups, Young Farmers Clubs across the country pledged their support
to promote the study to their members and help provide an accurate picture of
Wales’s health. 

Alice Hammond, Midwife Ultrasonographer with Powys Teaching Health Board and
member of Radnor YFC said:

“Working in the health service I know the vital importance of
having up-to-date information about people’s experience of health
and health services. I am delighted that members of the Wales
Federation of YFC will be helping to promote this important study
that will help all of us to plan for the future health and
wellbeing of Wales. 

“With over 5000 members across 157 Young Farmers Clubs in 12 county
federations, YFC Wales offers a great opportunity to reach out to
young people across the country and encourage them to take part.”

Chief Medical Officer for Wales, Dr Frank Atherton said: 

“Healthwise Wales is an ambitious project and I’m delighted that
young people understand the benefits of such a significant study. 

“Having Wales YFC show their support today is a great boost to the
project that will enable us to build a clearer picture and help
prepare for the future. However, despite reaching a huge milestone
of 10,000, we still need as many people as possible to get on board
to ensure the study’s success. 

“I’m urging everyone over 16 to give just ten minutes of their time
to provide basic health information that will generate important
insights and treatments for generations to come.” 

Only a year into the study, several significant health issues have already
been covered and new surveys on dental health, mental health and skin
conditions are set to be launched in the near future. 
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For more information and to complete the survey, visit:
www.healthwisewales.gov.wales or call the Healthwise Wales team on 0800 917
2172 / 02920 768 090 between 8.00am and 7.00pm, Monday to Friday. 

Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol’s role
should expand says review

Last year the Education Secretary ordered a review into the body that
supports the development of Welsh-medium provision within higher education,
enabling more students to study a variety of subjects through the medium of
Welsh.

The task and finish group, chaired by Delyth Evans, has made a number of
recommendations, including:

The role of the Coleg should be extended to be a recognised national
strategic body for developing the Welsh language across the higher
education, further education and work-based learning sectors.
The Coleg should focus its marketing messages on promoting the Welsh
language as a skill in the workplace, rather than marketing the Coleg as
a separate body.
It should focus on supporting schools by developing marketing materials
for use by teachers, pupils and parents.
Support Welsh-medium, bilingual and English medium schools.
Redirect its promotional work to reach younger pupils in year 9 and 10,
before they begin to make decisions about their post-16 education.
Coordinate its marketing work closely with the marketing departments of
individual further and higher education institutions to ensure clear and
consistent messages to school pupils regarding the value of the Welsh
language.
The Coleg should continue to be funded directly by the Welsh Government.

Chair of the group Delyth Evans said:

“It was a pleasure for me to be the chair of this review and I am
very grateful to the members of the group and to the organisations
and individuals who contributed to the work. 

“I hope the report and recommendations will assist to strengthen
Welsh language provision across the higher education, further
education and work-based learning sectors in the years to come.”

Education Secretary Kirsty Williams said:
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“I would like to thank Delyth and the entire group for their
thoughtful and constructive report.  I will now study the findings
closely and provide a full response in due course.

“The recommendations cover a range of new proposals to further
develop Welsh-medium study post-16 for everyone and they offer a
number of exciting opportunities.”

Smaller Welsh food & drink companies
to benefit from €1.8million boost to
increase global competitiveness

Wales will become the latest nation to join the Atlantic Area Export Project,
which supports businesses from across the Atlantic Arc to work together to
overcome the barriers smaller businesses in the sector face when they try to
expand into international markets. 

Currently over 72% of food and drink exported directly from Wales goes to the
EU. This figure is much higher for Welsh red meat, where 90% of exports go to
the EU. 

The Cabinet Secretary for Environment and Rural Affairs, Lesley Griffiths,
will make the announcement during the second day of the Royal Welsh Show.

The Cabinet Secretary said:

“We’ve seen Welsh companies become global brands, such is the high
quality of food and drink we produce in Wales. 

“We want to help more small companies break into new markets.
Today’s announcement will help them to do this – just one
breakthrough can be a real game changer, providing a significant
boost to our rural economy.”

Exports of food and drink have grown by almost 20% in the past year. 

The latest boost to smaller businesses follows the Welsh Government’s
announcement in March that £21million would be made available through Project
HELIX to help smaller food manufacturers in Wales increase production and
reduce waste. Since then the project has supported 162 small and medium sized
businesses and safeguarded 120 jobs. 

The Welsh Government has committed to investing £2.4million over the next two
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years to expand the food and drink industry’s export market and raise Wales’
global profile.

As part of this commitment, the Cabinet Secretary will today announce the
successful BlasCymru/TasteWales event, which brought global food and drink
industry members to Wales to connect with Welsh food and drink producers
earlier this year, will be returning in 2019.

The announcements come as initial findings from research undertaken by the
Welsh Government on UK consumers views on the value of Welsh products, found
8/10 shoppers prefer to buy Welsh products and 75% think Welsh food equals
excellent quality. 

The Cabinet Secretary added:

“We will continue to push the UK Government to prioritise full and
unfettered access to the single market and avoid any new barriers
which impede Welsh food and drink businesses from operating
effectively. There are many opportunities and we are supporting our
food and drink sector to be in a position to make the very best of
these.”

Ultrafast Fibre for Royal Welsh Young
Farmers

This year the Young People’s Village at the show has a fibre connection which
gives those staying there access to faster wi-fi and allows organisers to run
a more efficient online booking system.

Around 4,000 young people stay in the village every year with around 12,000
attending events and concerts in the arena there. They will now all be able
to access fast wi-fi.

The ultrafast connection was made possible after Superfast Cymru delivered
Fibre to the Premises ultrafast broadband to a neighbouring farm – bringing
with it access to some of the fastest speeds available in the UK.

Nia Lloyd, head of Young Farmers Club in Wales said: 

“With over 4,000 young people staying with us and many more
attending events a good internet connection is vital.  For this
year’s event we have a much stronger wi-fi signal, thanks to the
new fibre connection, which I know will be welcomed by the young
people.
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“It’s also great for us as an organisation as it’s a boost for our
online booking system, meaning we can access information quicker
and provide a better service.”

Minister for Skills and Science Julie James said: 

“The Royal Welsh showground itself already benefits from superfast
broadband, but this did not reach the Young People’s Village which
is slightly further afield.

“The village is very popular with the young farmers community and
is a vibrant and exciting place.  It’s very good news that it’s now
easier for them to use their devices, keep in touch and plan
events.”

Superfast Cymru is a partnership between the Welsh Government, BT, European
Regional Development Fund and UK Government.  It brings superfast broadband
to areas which would otherwise not receive it.

Over 647,000 premises in Wales can now access superfast broadband thanks to
the programme.  

The Royal Welsh showground itself has been able to access superfast broadband
since 2014 when the cabinet was enabled by Superfast Cymru. 48,768 premises
in Powys now have access as a result of the programme.   

Ed Hunt, Superfast Cymru programme director for Openreach, said:

“Providing ultrafast broadband speeds to the Young People’s village
builds on what we’ve already done to improve connectivity on the
Royal Welsh Showground.

“High speed access to the internet is an important part of everyday
life and with this infrastructure now in place in time for the show
young people staying at the village will be able to stay better
connected.”

New £4.2m EU-backed veterinary
facility at Aberystwyth

Aberystwyth University will lead the Vet Hub 1 project, backed with £3m from
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) through the Welsh Government,
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to construct a fully-equipped, high-specification laboratory and office
spaces.

The Environment Secretary told a packed audience at Aberystwyth University’s
education pavilion at the Royal Welsh Show that the cutting-edge development
would benefit the farming industry in Wales and the wider world.

She said: 

“This EU-backed investment will help tackle some of the great
challenges of our time, food security, climate change as well as
the Welsh Government and Aberystwyth University’s long term focus
on supporting animal health and veterinary science.

“It will also unlock a range of opportunities over the coming years
for businesses throughout the livestock supply chain, and in
associated industries which will benefit from the new facility and
collaborative research opportunities leading to the development of
new products and services for the global market.”

Through Vet Hub 1 researchers will work with industry to develop tests and
vaccines that will help reduce losses in the livestock industry and improve
animal health.

The researchers will particularly be looking at developing solutions for
animal borne diseases that could pass to humans.

The facility will also lead to the further development of veterinary
practices and other animal health care as well as biotechnology, animal food
manufacture and other allied industries. 

Vice-Chancellor of Aberystwyth University, Professor Elizabeth Treasure,
said: 

“Universities have an important role to play in developing research
which has an impact on the communities they serve. Vet Hub 1 will
make a valuable contribution to the rural economy and to the
livestock industry here in Wales and farther afield. We are proud
to be working in collaboration on this project with the Growing Mid
Wales Partnership, the Wales Veterinary Science Centre and other
partners. 

“The facility also heralds another step forward in the development
of Aberystwyth as a centre for veterinary expertise. Our
discussions with the Royal Veterinary College (RVC) are progressing
on proposals to offer a joint programme whereby veterinary science
students at Aberystwyth can spend some of their time studying at
the RVC and students from the RVC can come here to undertake
aspects of their training, particularly large animal practice.”



Aberystwyth-based veterinarian Phil Thomas and  Director of Iechyd Da, a
consortium of independent veterinary practices based in Wales together with
Welsh Lamb and Beef Producers Ltd and Aberystwyth University, said: 

“Vet Hub1 is an exciting development for animal veterinary services
in Aberystwyth and Mid Wales. Following the launch of the Wales
Veterinary Science Centre by Iechyd Da and Aberystwyth University
in 2015, these new laboratory facilities will give an integrated
approach to disease diagnosis and elimination for the benefit of
both livestock producers and consumers alike. The development could
also provide a focus for businesses to develop new products and
services, as well as the potential to create new high quality jobs
in the area.”

Aberystwyth University has secured a further £650k investment from CIEL
(Centre of Innovation Excellence in Livestock) for an animal sciences
facility working alongside Vet Hub 1.

The university is one of the 13 elite research institutions within the CIEL
framework across the UK to provide a focussed gateway to world-class research
institutes to develop new industry-needed solutions in partnership with 19
commercial companies. 

The involvement with CIEL will strengthen the commercial partnership within
Vet Hub 1 and ensure that it retains its focus on bringing new products to
market. 


